
What you get!
The end result» 

» 
CARING FOR YOUR TREE

The most important steps, keeping your tree alive during the month of December! We 
are here to help! If at any time you have questions or need additional help, please call!

Care
 » WHERE TO PLACE THE TREE?
  • Choose a cool spot in the house, away from direct heat or sunlight
  • Placing your tree outside or on your porch would be an ideal spot!

 » HOW OFTEN TO WATER?
  • Trees should be watered at the top of the pot two to three times per week but not flooded 
      with water. Water until you see it come out of the holes at the bottom.
  • One technique is to fill the top of the pot with ice cubes daily instead of using water
 » WHAT KIND OF DECORATIONS?
  • Some trees branches aren’t as sturdy as traditional Frasier Fir or Douglas Fir, 
     consider using lightweight ornaments. Get creative! 
  • If using lights, use LED or small, low temperature electric lights rather than 
     older heat-generating incandescent bulbs
 » HOW LONG TO KEEP YOUR TREE INSIDE?
  • The less time spent inside, the better for your tree. 
     We recommend keeping your tree inside no longer than 20 days

Reacclimating Your Tree to Outside Temperatures
Because your tree has been in a warm environment for an extended period of time, it will likely need to 
reacclimate to the cold. Use the following as a guide to maximize the chances of survival  
 • Before bringing your tree outside, check the weather forecast. 
     It’s important not to expose your tree to freezing temperatures too quickly.  
 • Your tree will need to be outside for 6 – 10 days before a freeze
 • If you have a garage, consider putting your tree in your garage for up to two days to allow it to
    slowly acclimate to temperatures colder than inside, but not as cold as fully outside.
 • Planting Instructions
  » Dig a hole twice as wide as the container
  » Place tree in the hole
  » Backfill with natural soil, soil conditioner or potting soil, and such BioTone Starter Plus
  » Mulch the area around the tree for added moisture retention and to protect the roots from the cold


